"Snap the photo of your dreams!"
1. BUTTERFLY POINT
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Best time: Early afternoon
Butterfly Point is home to a myriad of vibrant butterflies. Noon is
generally a good time to snap an aesthetic picture with them.

2. CHALET LOOKOUT

Best time: Sunset
The terrace of Chalet 1 appears private and closed off but with
proper caution and courtesy, all visitors are welcome to snap a
photo at our most famous photo spot.
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3. SINOUK BRIDGE

Best time: Afternoon
Easily accessible from our café-restaurant, the Sinouk Bridge is
perfectly located to provide the best angles and views of the magnificent waterfall that passes right outside Chalet 1.
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4. CHERRY LANE
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Best time: Afternoon
Our coffee trees are everywhere, but Cherry Lane is the best place
to pose with them. From October to November, the cherries are ripe
and give photos a vibrant yet natural pop of red.
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5. HIDDEN STREET

Best time: Sunset
Tucked away at the back of the gardens, Hidden Street is an
intimate pathway with arching red flowers blooming overhead from
October.

6. RESTING TREE

Best time: All day
Cool off under the Resting Tree on our quirky mushroom stools and
pose for a laidback photo away from the sun’s glare.

7. FLOWER ALLEY

Best time: Before dark
Pass through the elegant and vibrant path of flowers in bloom. This
spot is best for taking portraits and showing off your connection
with Mother Nature.

8. WATERFALL DECK

Best time: Before dark
Just some way’s off from the Falling Bridge, Waterfall Deck
provides a more peaceful view of the second largest waterfall of our
resort’s iconic river.
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9. FALLING BRIDGE
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Best time: Before dark
Built over our second largest waterfall is the “Falling” Bridge.
Worry not, the stones are sturdy enough to support a hundred
different photos.

10. INFINITY VIEW

Best time: Sunset
This spot provides a panoramic overview of the resort’s self-carved
infinity pool which spills into the running river just below.

ABOUT THE SINOUK PHOTO TRAIL
The Sinouk Photo Trail was designed as a
user-friendly guide to the exploration of the

PHOTO TIPS!

1. TAKE MORE THAN ONE
Snap at least one in each orientation—landscape,
portrait and square!

Sinouk Gardens and Coffee Plantation.
Despite various footpaths paved out over time,
visitors remained hesitant to venture beyond the
main compound.
With such picturesque views and proximity with
Mother Nature, the Sinouk Photo Trail will give
you a comprehensive guide to the iconic and
photogenic spots of the property.

2. DON’T STAND AGAINST THE LIGHT
Pose as if you were a sunflower, show your face to
the sun!
3. THE RULE OF THIRDS
If you can, turn on gridlines on your camera! This
will guide you on positioning and framing your
photo.

Follow our meticulously mapped out Sinouk
Photo Trail and discover visitor-favourite photo
spots and Mr Sinouk's personal favourite places
throughout our resort.

BONUS!

Free photo editing apps for IOS and Android:

Snapseed

Photoshop
Express
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@sinouk_coffee_resort
sinoukcoffeeresort
Tag your location at Sinouk Coffee Resort!

For further information, please vitsit :
www.sinouk-coffee.com/locations/sinouk-coffee-resort/
Tel. 030 955 8960, 020 5571 2273
020 5916 7355, 020 2229 5899
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